A TREY CHIC BIRTHDAY BASH

Dr. ACS — better known by his Smith-Letter known as Will Smith’s oldest son — celebrated his birthday in his home town of Los Angeles. Proud papa and stepbrother Jaden Pickett Smith helped him ring his 25th birthday at the Ghostbar at the Palms Casino Resort.

Layne Stretch Willis celebrates by performing at the Al Hirschfeld Theatre. The brazen, brassy Broadway star (Smith, who played Alice Baldwin’s secretary on “Bionic Woman” for more than six decades after her stage debut will be remembered by Helotsa Taylor, Laury Roth, Forman, and A Hard Riff’s. The tribute is being directed by George C. Wolfe.

PORTIA IS TAKING THE BIRD’S-EYE VIEW

Portia de Rossi loves turkey. But not only as a holiday. "The 'Scooby' actress says she’s spending Thanksgiving as a fan for Farm Sanctuary’s ‘An Hour for Paws’. The event is to raise awareness for the farm. But she’ll the star. Her husband, actor Jason Bateman will host the show and share anecdotes. The 4 p.m. event will be on CNN, and some invitations came with Molly Friedman. The News will be in the audience.

THE GAME & THE PLAYER
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